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Abstract

In the problem of scheduling a single machine to minimize total late work,

there are n jobs to be processed for which each has an integer processing

time and a due date. The objective is to minimize the total late work,

where the late work for a job is the amount of processing of this job that

is performed after its due date. For the preemptive total late work

problem, an 0(n log n) algorithm is derived. The non-preemptive total late

work problem is shown to be NP-hard, although efficient algorithms are

derived for the special cases in which all processing times are equal and

in which all due dates are equal. A pseudopolynomial dynamic programming

algorithm is presented for the general non-preemptive total late work

problem; it requires O(nUB) time, where UB is any upper bound on the total

late work. Computational results for problems with up to 10000 jobs are

given.
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The problem of scheduling a single machine to minimize total late work may

be stated as follows. Each of n jobs (numbered 1,...,n) is to be processed

on a single machine which can handle only one job at a time. Job i

1,...,n) becomes available for processing at time zero, requires a

positive integer processing time pi and has a positive integer due date di.

We assume that jobs are numbered ín non-decreasing order of their due dates

(EDD order) so that c/ 1 <... <d„. In the preemptive version of this problem

processing may be interrupted and resumed at a later time, but in the non-

preemptive problem no interruption in the processing of a job is allowed.

Civen a schedule o, the late work V,(a) for job i (i=1,...,n), which is the

amount of processing performed on i after its due date di, is easily

computed. When no ambiguity results, we abbreviate Vi(o) to Vi. If V,= 0,

then job i is early; if O <Vi <pi, then job i is partially early;

alternatively if Vi = pi , then job i is late. We refer to pi -Vi as early work

for job i. The objective is to schedule the jobs so that the total late

work E Vi is minimized.
i=1

Problems which involve the scheduling of jobs with due dates on a single

machine to minimize total cost have been widely studied in the literature.

Two of these are related to the non-preemptive total late work problem. In

the total tardiness problem, the cost of scheduling job i (i= n) to be

completed at time Ci is given by its tardiness Ti = max{Ci - d„0}. Clearly,

Vi = min{T„ p i } for non-preemptive scheduling. An effective decomposition

algorithm that solves total tardiness problems with up to 100 jobs is given

by Potts and Van Wassenhove (1982). It is based on some earlier results of

Lawler (1977) which were used to derive a pseudopolynomial dynamic

programming algorithm. In the weighted number of late jobs problem, the

cost associated with job i is where U,=1 if Ci >d, and U,= O otherwise;

w, is a non-negative weight for job i. A pseudopolynomial dynamic

programming algorithm for this (binary) NP-hard problem is given by Lawler

and Moore (1969). Potts and Van Wassenhove (1988) present dynamic

programming and branch and bound algorithms that solve weighted number of

late jobs problems with up to 1000 jobs.

An application of the total late work problem occurs in information

processing. In this context, a job is a message ca,rrying an amount of

information proportional to its length. All information received after a
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given due date is useless and is referred to as information loss. The total

late work problem is originally presented in this setting by Blazewicz

(1984) who considera parallel processors in a computing environment. He

shows that the problem of preemptively scheduling jobs with release dates

on identical parallel machines to minimize total weighted late work can be

solved in polynomial time using linear programming. Because of this

application, Blazewicz coined the problem as that of information loss.

A second example of the problem occurs when samples are to be taken or data

are to be collected for processing by some data logging system in a

computer controlled manufacturing system environment (CIM, FMS). The

adaptive control system can only use data or samples collected before

computations are started. Exceeding this due date causes the loss of all

information which is not yet available and this reduces the precision of

the estimate (which entails a cost).

We suggest the use of the term total late work problem rather than

information loss problem as suggested by Blazewicz, in order to emphasize

that applications can arise in any situation where a perishable commodity

is involved. Clearly, information is one obvious example. Another is to be

found in agriculture. For instante, consider different stretches of land to

be harvested by a single harvester. Any part of the crop not gathered by a

given date (which differs according to the site) can no longer be used.

Minimizing total late work in this case corresponds to minimizing the

quantity of wasted crop.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 deals with the preemptive

problem, while the remainder of the paper assumes that preemption is not

allowed. Section 2 establishes NP-hardness of the non-preemptive problem.

In Section 3, we derive some important structural properties of the problem

which are useful for restricting the search in enumerative algorithms.

Section 4 describes some special cases for which polynomial time algorithms

are available. In Section 5, we derive a pseudopolynomial dynamic

programming algorithm and describe how it can be successfully implemented.

A heuristic method which can usefully be applied prior to the dynamic

programming algorithm is described in Section 6. Section 7 reports on

computational experience with problems which have up to 10000 jobs.

Finally, some concluding remarks are contained in Section 8.
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1. The Preemptive Problem

In this section, we consider the problem of preemptively scheduling the

jobs to minimize the total late work. Recall that jobs are renumbered in

EDD orden. Our preemptive scheduling algorithm first applies results of

Jackson (1955) to obtain the minimum value of the maximum tardiness from

the EDD sequence (1, , n) using

	

Tmax = max{maxi=1,...,,{ E ph — di }, 0}.	 (1)
h=1

If T x = O, then (1, , n) is an optimal sequence for which the total late

work is zero.

Alternatively, if T„> O, a preemptive schedule is constructed by

repositioning after job n the first T.x units of processing from the
i -1

sequence (1,	 n). More precisely, if job i is chosen so that E ph<Tx<
h=1i	 i

E ph, then in the preemptive schedule, E ph —T x units of processing of
h=1	 h=1
job i are scheduled first, followed by all processing on jobs

i-1
i 1, , n, 1, , i — 1 respectively and finally the remaining T„,ax — E ph units

h=1
of processing of job In this schedule, all processing not repositioned

is scheduled T„ units earlier than in the sequence (1, ...,n) and will

therefore be early work, while the repositioned processing defines Tx

units of late work. The total late work for this preemptive schedule is

Tmax

It is apparent that the preemptive scheduling algorithm generates at most

one preemption. The schedule is constructed in 0(n) time once an EDD

sequence is known. However, the time requirement of the algorithm is

0(n log n) because an EDD sequence has to be found.

We show next that the preemptive scheduling algorithm generates an optimal

schedule.
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Theorem 1. The preemptive scheduling algorithm generates an optimal

schedule for which the total late work is

Proof. If T x =0, it is clear that the result holds. Thus, we consider the

case T.x > O, for which we deduce from (1) that

Tm.,. E pi -di
i=1

for some job j. A lower bound on the minimum total late work is obtained by

increasing due dates, where necessary, so that jobs 1,...,j each have due

date di . Considering only jobs 1,...,j, we obtain E pi - di = Tmax as our
i=1

lower bound. It is clear that the preemptive scheduling algorithm generates

a schedule with total late work equal to 	 Since this value of the

total late work is equal to the lower bound, the schedule is optimal. O

We note that the preemptive scheduling algorithm is valid if processing

times and due dates are arbitrary positive real numbers.

2. Complexity of the Non-Preemptive Problem

In this section, we establish that the non-preemptive total late work

problem is NP-hard.

Theorem 2. The non-preemptive total late work problem is NP-hard.

Proof. The decision version of the scheduling problem is: Given a set of n

jobs and an integer K, does there exist a schedule for which the total late

work does not exceed K? It is apparent that this problem is in NP. We show

that it is NP-complete by transformation from the known NP-complete

problem le\TAPSACK (Karp 1972), also known as SUBSET SUM): Given positive

integers (i = 1,...,n) and b, is there a subset of the a i 's whose sum

exactly equals b? Given any instance of KNAPSACE, construct the following

instance of the non-preemptive total late work problem. There are n +1 jobs

with p, a; and d,=b for i =1,...,n,

	

	 =1 and dni. i = b +1. Let K= E ai-b.
i=1

We show that there exists a subset of the ai 's summing exactly to b if and
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only if there is a schedule with total late work not exceeding K. If there

is a subset of the a i 's summing to exactly b, then place the corresponding

jobs in the first part of the sequence, followed by job n +1. This yields a

sequence for which the total late work is exactly K. If there is a sequence

for which the total late work does not exceed K, then job n+1 must have

start time b in such a schedule. The jobs preceding job n+1 correspond to a

subset of the a,'s that sums to exactly b. q

3. Properties of the Non-Preemptive Problem

Henceforth, we restrict our attention to the non-preemptive total late work

problem. For this problem, an optimal solution is specified by a sequence

of early and partially early jobs; any late jobs can be appended to this

sequence in an arbitrary order.

In this section, we first derive lower and upper bounds on the minimum non-

preemptive total late work V expressed in terms of defined by (1),

and the maximum processing time

Pmax = maxi=1,...,n{Pi}.

Theorem 3. T x <V < min{nT., T,„ax+p,,,ax-1}.

Proof. A lower bound on	 obtained by allowing preemption and using

Theorem 1, is V >T x. Also, for the EDD sequence (1,...,n), we have

Vi < Ti < T„ for i= 1, , n, which yields the upper bound 17* < E v i < nT..
i=1

It remains to establish the upper bound V < Consider the

solution of the preemptive problem given by our preemptive scheduling

algorithm. If this schedule contains no preempted job, then we have a

non-preemptive schedule with total late work equal to In this case,

V <T.x which implies V <T.-1- p.x -1. Alternatively, suppose that the

schedule contains a preempted job j. Consider the sequence

1,...,n, j) obtained from the preemptive schedule by repositioning

the non-late units of processing for job j so that they become late. Since

at most pi -1 units are repositioned, the total late work for this sequence
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is at most T + p - 1. This implies the upper bound V* � T + p - 1. q

It is possible to strengthen the upper bound of Theorem 3. Let V be the

minimum value of the maximum late work, obtained by applying the

algorithm of Lawler (1973). For the sequence obtained from Lawler's

algorithm, we have E V,<nV x. Incorporating the upper bound V <nV.z
i=1

finto Theorem 3, yields the inequality

T <V <	 T nigx + p„,„„-1},

which is a stronger result than Theorem 3 because Vmax <T

We note that the lower bound of Theorem 3 is achieved when a non-preemptive

schedule is generated by our preemptive scheduling algorithm. The following

instante also verifies that the upper bounds are the best possible. The

processing time and due date for job i (i =1,...,n) are p i = p and d i = ip -1,

where p is any positive integer satisfying p � n. The EDD sequence (1,...,n)

yields T„,„„= 1. Also ( 2, ... , n, 1) is an optimal sequence with E V =•  p.
i=i

Therefore, E V i =•  p = T„,„x +pmax -1. Furthermore, when p = n we have
i= 1

n *
E V i = n. nT x. This shows that both upper bounds are achieved.

i=1

For the problem of scheduling jobs on a single machine to minimize the

(weighted) number of late jobs, it is well-known that in an optima]

schedule the early jobs are sequenced first in EDD order followed by the

late jobs sequenced in an arbitrary order. An analogous result is proved

below for our total late work problem.

Theorem 4. There exists an optimal solution of the non-preemptive total

late work problem in which the set of early and partially early jobs are

sequenced first in EDD order followed by the late jobs sequenced

arbitrarily.

Proof. Let a be an optimal sequence. We show that a finite sequence of

transformations of a, each of which does not increase the total late work,

yields a sequence that satisfies the conditions of the theorem. We observe

n
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that any late job in a which precedes an early or partially early job can

be moved to the last position in the sequence without increasing the total

late work. Thus, we may assume that a =aicr2, where al is an initial partial

sequence of early and partially early jobs and a 2 is an arbitrarily ordered

final partial sequence of late jobs.

Suppose that the jobs of al are not in EDD order. Let k and j be jobs of al

such that k immediately precedes j and dk > di and let a' be the sequence

obtained from a by interchanging k and j. We now establish that E Vi(a')<
t=1

n
E V,(a) by showing V i(a')+V k(a') � V i(a)+Vk(a). Let t denote the start time

i=1
of the first of the jobs j and k. If j is early in a', then V i (a') =O and

V i (a-')+V k (a') � Tk (a') = max{t + pi + pk - dk, 0}. Also, since j is not late in u,

we have V i (a) +V k(a) � V i (o) = max{t + pk + pi - di, 0}. Using dk > di , we

deduce that V i (a')+V k (a')<V i(a)+Vk(a) in this first case. Alternatively, if

j is partially early in a', then Vi(o')=t+pi -di. In this case, j is also

partially early in a and V i(a)+Vk(u) �:V i(a)-=t+ pk - E pi -di. Thus, V i(a)-1-

Vk (u) � V i (a') pk �: V i(a')+Vk(a'), where the last inequality holds by

the definition of late work. We have now established that

V i(a')+Vk(cr') � V i (u)+V k(a) in both cases, which shows that a' is an optima]

sequence. If job k is late in a', then it is moved to the last position and

the resulting sequence is optimal. By repeating this argument, an optimal

schedule satisfying the conditions of the theorem is obtained after a

finite sequence of transformations of a. q

Theorem 4 is an extremely powerful result because the sequencing element of

the problem can be eliminated. If a set of jobs which are to be early or

partially early is specified, then a schedule can be constructed by

sequencing these jobs in EDD order and then appending the remaining jobs.

An optimal schedule could, in theory, be found by considering each of 2"

possible sets, sequencing the jobs within each set in EDD order and

evaluating those sequences which contain only early and partially early

jobs.

4. Special Cases

Since our problem is NP-hard, it is of interest to study special cases in
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an attempt to locate the exact boundary between "easy" and "hard" problems.

Firstly, the case of equal due dates is considered for which ds =d for

i I,...,n, where d is a positive integer. For any ordering of the jobs the
n

total late work is equal to max{ E p,–d,0}. Thus, any job sequence

specifies an optimal schedule.

Our other special case is that of equal processing times for which p, p for

i =1,...,n, where p is a positive integer. The following result restricts

the search for an optimal solution to at most two possible schedules.

Recall that jobs are numbered in EDD order.

Theorem 5. For the case of equal processing times, either the sequence

(u +1,	 , n,1,... , u) or the sequence (u' +1,...,n,1,..., u') is optimal for

u = LT.x/p j and ú = F7'„/13-1, where	 is the maximum tardiness for the

EDD sequence (1,...,n).

Proof. Consider any two jobs j and k with j<k (implying dj <dk ). We claim

first that schedules in which job j is early or partially early and job k

is late need not be considered. This claim is justified by observing that

jobs j and k in such a schedule may be interchanged without increasing the

total late work. Using the result of our claim and Theorem 4, we deduce

that at least one optimal schedule is of the form (j,..., n,1,...j– 1) for

some j ( j =1,...,n), where j,...,n are the early and partially early jobs

sequenced in EDD order and jobs 	 j –1 are late. We need to show that

j= u +1 or j= tf+1. When	 0, then the result holds because (1,...,n) is an

optimal sequence with zero total late work. It is sufficient to concentrate

on the case T x > O, therefore. If	 + 1, then clearly jobs u' + 1,...,n will

be early and all other jobs will be late giving E Vi = pu', but if j> u'+1,
i=1

then E Vi > pu' which cannot correspond to an optimal schedule. To complete
:=1

the proof we show that j values satisfying j<ti cannot correspond to an

optimal schedule. Using (1) we may assume that T x =pk–dk for some job k.

We observe that u <k because pu <T x =pk–dk <pk. When j< u, we have a

sequence of the form (j,...,k,...,n,1,...,j-1). In this sequence job k is

late because its start time cannot be less than p(k–u) which, in turn,

cannot be less than dk because p(k–u)–dk =T x – pu> O. Thus, job k is late

which invalidates (j,...,k,...,n) as an initial partial sequence of early
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and partially early jobs when j< u. Since the j values satisfying j< u and

j> '1'4- 2 can be eliminated in the search for an optima' schedule, the only

possibilities that remain are j= u +1 and j=	 q

We now discuss the computational complexity of the algorithm implied by

Theorem 5 for the case of equal processing times. It requires 0(n log n)

time to renumber the jobs in EDD order. To evaluate the two sequences given

in Theorem 5 and select the one which is better requires 0(n) time. There-

fore, the non-preemptive total late work problem for the case of equal

processing times can be solved in 0(n log n) time.

Lastly, we note that the algorithms of this section remain valid if the

processing times and due dates are positive real numbers.

5. A Dynamic Programming Algorithm

In this section, we derive a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm

for the non-preemptive total late work problem. This algorithm relies on

the result of Theorem 4 that early and partially early jobs are sequenced

in EDD order. Our dynamic programming algorithm is very much in the same

spirit as that of Lawler and Moore for the problem of minimizing the

weighted number of late jobs on a single machine. In both algorithms, each

job is considered in EDD order and two decisions are possible: either it is

late and occupies no machine time (until all early and partially early jobs

are completed), or it is early or partially early and requires machine

time. The dynamic programming recursion is defined on variables fj (t) which

represent the minimum total late work incurred when scheduling jobs 1,...,j

so that the last early or partially early job is completed at time t. Since

all early and partially early jobs amongst 1,...,j are completed by time

bj = min{ E p„ max,=1...i{d,+ p,-1}}, fj(t) is defined for j	 and
t

t= O,	 , kr The recursion is

fj(t).	 (t-pj)+max{t-dj,0},fj_1(t)+pj} for t<dj+pj

ii( t ) = f;-1( 1 )+P;	 for t>d +p;	 ;
(2)

where fo(0) -= O and all other initial values are set to infinity. The case
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that fi(t). max{t – di, O} corresponds to the decision that job j

is early or partially early, whereas the case that f i(t)=117_1(t)+ pi

corresponds to the decision that job j is late.

Equation (2) is used to compute 1 7(t) for j=1,...,n and t after

which the minimum total late work is given by mint=0,...,bn{f„(t)}.

Since the recursion is solved for n values of j and at most br,+1 values

of t, the time requirement of the dynamic programming algorithm is

0(n min{ E p„	 pi}}).
i=1

To improve the efficiency of the dynamic programming algorithm, we describe

two devices by which computation time and storage space may be saved. The

first device produces a saving through redundant state elimination. Let UB

denote any upper bound on the minimum total late work. We assume that

UB > O; otherwise, the EDD sequence provides an optimal solution with

V =T x = O. For jobs	 j, if t denotes the completion time of the last

early or partially early job, then the total late work is at least E pi–t.
i=1

To obtain a solution value of UB or less, the total late work for jobs

1,...,j must be less than or equal to UB, so E p i – t <UB. The states
i=1

corresponding to t< E pi –UB, therefore, may be eliminated. We have shown
i=

that, to obtain an optimal solution, recursion equations (2) are solved for
i	 i

j = 1, ...,n and t=a),...,bi, where al = max{ E pi – UB, O} and bi	 E pt.
i =1	 i=1

Alternative bounds on the time complexity can now be given. The maximum

number of t values for which we compute fi(t) is UB +1. Therefore, at most

n(UB+1) recursion equations (2) are solved, to give a time complexity of

O(nUB). Furthermore, using the upper bounds of Theorem 3, the time

complexity can be expressed as 0(n 2T„,„„) or 0(n(T„,,„x+p„,,,x)).

Our second device for improving efficiency involves terrnination tests. The

main idea of such a test is that if during the course of performing the

recursion it becomes apparent how to generate a schedule having total late

work equal to some lower bound, then such a schedule is necessarily optimal

and no further recursion equations need to be solved. For each job let

ri denote the latest start time of job i (which may be negative) such that

jobs i,...,n are each completed by their due date. We compute 7- 1 ,...,rn in
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if r <t<d	 •j+1 	 uj+1?j+1

0(n) time by applying the backward recursion

Ti = Min{ Ti+11 di} - Pi,

where	 = dn - pn. It is also convenient to compute recursively

if ri+1 <
if	 > di,

where un = n, so that Ti = du - E ph. Similarly, let TI denote the latest
h=t

start time of job i such that at most one of the jobs i,...,n is completed

after its due date. The values r;,...,rn' are also computed in 0(n) time

from the backward recursion

max { Ti+i, min{Ti+ 1 , d i}}- pi,

where r,;= ce. From these definitions, if job i (i=1,...,n -1) starts at time

t, where	 < t<7;, then the total late work for jobs i,...,n is t-r,.

Before providing details of our termination tests, it is convenient to

define a non-decreasing sequence of lower bounds on the total late work

which are computed during the course of solving the dynamic programming

recursion. The initial lower bound LB 0 =T x is obtained from Theorem 3.

Thereafter, the lower bound LB) , for j =1,..., n -1, is computed from the

values fl(ai),...,f3(b1) as foliows. Clearly, f j(t) is the value of an

optimal partial schedule for some value of t (t=a,...,b). By considering

jobs j+1,...,15+1, a lower bound on the total late work for jobs j+1,...,n,

when the first early or partially early job starts at time t, is given by

the smaller of the maximum tardiness and the total processing time of these

jobs: it is computed using

if t � rj+1;

U i-

LB(j,t)=

T i+1 -j+1
if t> du.

j+1

It is now apparent that a valid lower bound is given by
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LBi =	 +LB(j,t)).

We note that the time complexity of the dynamic programming algorithm

remains O(nUB) after the addition of these bounding computations.

Our first terrnination tests T1 (j,k,t) are defined for pairs of jobs j and

k, where j < k, and t=ai,...,rk. Corresponding to each such value (j,k,t)
k-1

is a schedule with total late work equal to fi(t)+ E pi. In this
i=i +1

schedule, early and partially early jobs amongst 1,...,j, as defined by

the dynamic programming algorithm, finish at time t, jobs j+1,...,k —1 are

late, and jobs k,...,n are scheduled to start at time t (by the definition
k-1

of rk, jobs k,...,n are early). Thus if fi(t)+ E pi = LBi for some t
i= +1

(t=	 then a schedule is identified that has total late work which

is equal to the lower bound LB 1 , so T1 (j,k,t) terminates the dynamic

programming algorithm and outputs this optima] solution; otherwise, no

conclusion is drawn from T1(j,k,t).

Our implementation of these first termination tests is as follows. Having

computed 1.3(0 for t=a) ,	 and LB) , we apply test T1 (j,j+1,t) for

If this does not terminate the algorithm, T1(j,k,t)

is applied for k= j+2,...,n and t=max{rk_i +1,aj},...,min{rk,b3 }. To

justify that tests T1 (j,k,t), where k=j+2,...,n and t=a2,...,rk_i, cannot
k-i

terminate the algorithm, we observe that if fi(t)+ E p, =LB , then

	

k-2
	 t.— ) +1

fi(t)+ E pi <LBi. This inequality indicates the existente of a schedule
i- 1 +1

(where jobs j+1,...,k —2 are late and jobs k-1,...,n are early) which has

total late work of less than LB ) , thereby contradicting the lower bound.

Since T 1 < T2 <... <r,,, for each j (j=1,...,n), at most one test is applied for

each value of t Rec,alling that bi — ai <UB, we deduce that our

first elimination test requires 0(nUB) time.

Our second elimination tests T2(j,k,t) are similar to the first. For each

pair of jobs j and k, where j<k, and t=rk+1,...,r, T2(j,k,t) evaluates the

total late work for the schedule in which early and partially early jobs

amongst 1,...,j .finish at time t, jobs j+1,...,k-1 are late and jobs

k,...,n are scheduled to start at time t. In this schedule, by the
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definition of Tk and 4 the late work for one of the jobs k,...,n is t-rk
k -1

and the late work for the others is zero. Thus, if fi(t)+ E p, + t-Tk .= LBS,
f=j +1

then T2 (j,k,t) terminates computations and outputs this optima' schedule;

otherwise, T2(j,k,t) fails to terminate the algorithm.

We complete the specification of the algorithm by describing our

implementation of the second termination tests. Firstly, T2(j,j+1,t)

is applied for t=max{rj .,4 +1, ai},...,min{rj.+1,bi}. If these tests fail

to terminate the algorithm, we apply T2(j,k,t) for k = j+2,...,n and

max{4_ 1 +1,-rk +1,aj},...,min{rk' ,b1 }. We claim that T2 (j,k,t) is

redundant when k= j+2,...,n and t=max{rk+1a)},...,min{rk'_1,6}. Our

claim applies only when rk <dk_ i , since for the case that rk >dk_ i , we have

4_1 = max{Th Mill{rk,dk_ 1 }}-pk_ I Tk - pk_i <Tk. Thus, in the justification

of our claim, we assume that rk < dk_/ , or equivalently, If

test T2 (j,k,t), which we claim to be redundant, terminates the algorithm,
k -1

then fi(t)+ E pi +t-rk = LB) . Substituting rk_i =	 pk_1 yields fl(t)+

k - 2
	 i= j +1

E pi +t-	 which demonstrates that test T2(j,k -1, t) is

successful. If, according to our claim, T2(j,k-1,t) is also redundant, the

entire argument is repeated until a successful non-redundant test T2(j,h,t)

is found with j+l< h <k and rh_ 1 or with h = j+1 and t We have

now established our claim. Since Tí<T2' <... < r;„ for each j (j=1,...,n), at

most one test is applied for each value of t	 Thus, our

second elimination test also requires 0(nUB) time.

The aboye analysis shows that, after the addition of these term-

ination tests, our algorithm still requires O(nUB) time. Although further

tests based on these ideas are possible, initial computational experiments

indicate these two tests are usually strong enough to terminate

computations at an early stage.

6. A Heuristic Method

Prior to applying the dynamic programming algorithm, it is advantageous to

use a heuristic method to schedule the jobs. The possible benefits are that

the heuristic may generate a solution with total late work equal to its
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initial lower bound T.„, in which case the problem is solved. Furthermore,

even if the upper bound UB given by the heuristic exceeds from the

arguments in Section 5, the value UB restricts the number of state

variables t in the dynamic programming algorithm.

Our heuristic method firstly partitions the jobs finto subsets E, E', L and

L'. The initial choice of these subsets is described later. At each stage

of the method, a sequence with the following characteristics is defined.

The jobs of E are sequenced first in EDD order and each is early; the jobs

of E' are sequenced next in EDD order and each is early except at most one

which is partially early. The jobs of L and L' are late and are sequenced

in an arbitrary order at the end of the schedule. Set E' remains fixed

throughout, although the method transfers jobs from L to E and from L to

L'.

Jobs are transferred from L in non-decreasing order of processing times.

Subject to retaining the required characteristics of the schedule defined

by the subsets, a job is transferred from L to E. If it cannot be added to

E, it is transferred to L'. Transfer of jobs continues either until a

schedule is generated with total late work equal to in which case the

algorithm terminates with an optimal schedule, or until L = 0.

Up to four iterations are performed, each with a different initial choice

of subsets. The initial choice of subsets is based on the solution of the

preemptive problem. If there is no preempted job, then we have an optimal

non-preemptive schedule. Otherwise, some job j is preempted and the

following choices of subsets are used:

E=0, E' = {j+1, ...,n}, L= {1,...,j}, L' =0;

E=0, E = {j+2, ...,n}, L={1,...,j}, L' ={j+1};

E=0, E' =1)+3, ...,n}, L={1,...,j+1}, L'—{j+2};

E =0, E' ={j+4, ...,n}, L={1,...,j+2}, L' ={j+3}.

(If j>n -3, fewer iterations are performed.) Although other choices of

subsets are possible, initial computational results indicate that

additional iterations are not worthwhile. If no schedule with value T. is

found, the best of the schedules obtained when L = 0 is selected. This

heuristic method requires 0(n2 ) time.
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Computational results when our heuristic method is first applied and then,

if necessary, the dynamic programming algorithm is used, are shown in the

next section.

7. Computational Experience

Our aim in this section is to assess the effectiveness of the dynamic

programming algorithm in solving large problems. The algorithm was first

tested on standard problems with numbers of jobs ranging from n = 1000 to

n = 10000 in steps of 1000, which were generated as follows. For each job i

an integer processing time pi was generated from the uniform distribution

[1,100]. The "hardness" of a problem is likely to depend on the values of

the due dates relative to the processing times. Two parameters di and du

were chosen to provide lower and upper bounds on the relative values of the

due dates. Having selected di and d" and having computed P E p„ an

integer due date was generated from the uniform distribution [Pcfl , Pdu] for

each job i. For each value of n, five problems were generated for each of

the 15 pairs of values di and du, where d €{0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0. 8},

du E {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} and di <du. This yields 75 problems for each

value of n.

Our algorithm, which first applies the heuristic method and then, if

necessary, uses dynamic programming, was coded in FORTRAN 77 and run on a

IBM 3090 computer. Computational results for the standard test problems are

given in the left half of Table 1. Average computation times in seconds

and numbers of problems solved by the heuristic method with total late work

equal to T x are listed. Also, considering only those problems which are

not solved by the heuristic method, the average and maximum number of

iterations performed by the dynamic programming recursion are listed, where

an iteration refers to the computation, for some job j, of f (t) for all

necessary t values.

Our first observation from Table 1 is that all standard test problems are

solved with fairly small computation times. These encouraging results are

partly explained by the success of the heuristic method in solving problems
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Table 1: Computational results

Standard problems	 Adjusted problems

n ACT NSH ANI MNI n ACT NSH ANI MNI

1000 0.10 69 6 9 100 0.43 40 45 100

2000 0.21 72 5 6 200 1.92 40 101 190

3000 0.34 67 9 37 300 3.16 49 154 292

4000 0.46 69 7 13 400 3.57 52 170 369

5000 0.61 71 9 13 500 8.65 53 280 487

6000 0.75 63 8 21 600 11.56 52 319 586

7000 0.88 69 21 97 700 15.18 47 334 640

8000 1.00 70 8 17 800 26.32 46 439 789

9000 1.20 69 16 26 900 28.92 48 464 897

10000 1.32 69 10 17 1000 31.26 53 544 949

ACT: average computation time in seconds.

NSH: number of problems solved by the heuristic method (out of 75).

ANI: average number of iterations performed by the dynamic programming

algorithm for problems not solved by the heuristic method.

MNI: maximum number of iterations performed by the dynamic programming

algorithm.
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by generating a solution with total late work equal to T., thereby

avoiding the need to apply dynamic programming; over 90% of standard test

problems are solved by the heuristic. When dynamic programming is applied,

the number of recursion equations solved is small. One reason for this is

that the elimination of redundant states successfully restricts the number

of state variables t that need to be considered. The other reason is the

effectiveness of the termination test. The average and maximum numbers of

dynamic programming iterations listed in Table 1 show that, in each

problem, only a small fraction of the maximum number of possible iterations

n is needed.

Clearly, the standard test problems lie well within the scope of our

algorithm, even if the number of jobs is large. With a view to providing a

greater challenge, some adjusted test problems were generated from standard

problems as follows. In each standard problem, a single job i was selected

at random and its processing time reset using p i = p i + d„ while all other

data remain unaltered. Our algorithm is likely to experience much more

difficulty is solving these adjusted problems for the following reasons.

Firstly, lengthening the processing time of job i will cause T x to

increase, thereby yielding a corresponding increase in the time requirement

0(nT x ) of the dynamic programming algorithm. Secondly, consider the

case where the corresponding standard problems has a small value of the

minimum total late work (for example, when d u = 1.0). In the adjusted

problem, it is likely that p,>T., so the lower bound T x cannot be

achieved if job i is late. Furthermore, if job i is partially early ( it

cannot be early because p, > d,), then it may not be possible to achieve the

preemptive minimum late work T x without moving some of the pi-di units

of late work for job i to the end of the schedule. Thus, for such

problems, UB> so it is necessary to apply dynamic programming. Also,

the minimum total late work depends on whether job i is partially early or

late in an optimal schedule, so a tight lower bound cannot be found before

LBi is computed.

Adjusted problems were generated with numbers of jobs ranging from n = 100

to n =1000 in steps of 100. Computational results are given in the right

half of Table 1. As anticipated, computation times are substantially

larger than for the standard problems. One factor that leads to increased

computation times is the inability of the heuristic to solve a significant
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number of the adjusted problems: it is necessary to apply dynamic

programming to over 35% of these problems. Another factor is the relatively

large number of dynamic programming iterations which are necessary. In

over 20% of the adjusted test problems (mostly with du =1.0), the minimum

total late work exceeds Tmax and the dynamic programming algorithm

continues at least until fi(t) is computed for t (where i is the

job with a reset processing time).

The reason why our algorithm is so successful on the standard test problems

is that ín all cases except one (a problem with n = 9000, d i = 0.0 and du = 1. 0)

a solution with value equal to the lower bound T x is found very quickly.

This might be expected from computational findings for the knapsack problem

given in Section 2 (or, more precisely, for the optimization version of

this problem which is known as the zero-one value independent knapsack

problem) which show that randomly generated problems with small data are

easily solved (Ahrens and Finke 1975). The artificially created adjusted

problems are much harder to solve because the minimum total late work

frequently exceeds the lower bound T„,,,x. Nevertheless, fairly large

problems can still be solved using reasonable computer resources. If

processing times in the total late work problem are large, then problems

would become very much harder. However, for practical situations, our

algorithm is likely to be extremely effective.

8. Concluding Remarks

This paper discusses the problem of scheduling jobs on a single machine to

minimize total late work. This problem arises when work completed after a

given due date is wasted, e.g., when the commodity considered is

perishable. We derive an 0(n log n) algorithm for the preemptive version,

while the non-preemptive problem is shown to be NP-hard.

We also present a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm for the

non-preemptive total late work problem that solves problems with up to

10000 jobs. Its effectiveness is achieved by eliminating the need to search

a large amount of the state space. This reduction in search is largely

based on structural properties oí the optimal solution developed in Section

3 and on an effective heuristic method presented in Section 6. It appears
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that, not unlike many versions of the knapsack problem, the non-preemptive

total late work problem, although NP-hard, is easily solvable for all

practical purposes. Our algorithm could be demanding on computation time

and storage when processing times are large. In this eventuality, it may

be appropriate either to use the very effective heuristic we propose or to

solve an suitably scaled version of the problem.

When comparing the total late work problem with related problems in terms

of effectiveness of currently available solution algorithms, it is now

possible to solve total tardiness problems with up to 100 jobs, total

weighted number of late jobs problems with up to 1000 jobs and total late

work problems with up to 10000 jobs. For all three problems, fairly

effective pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithms are available.

Of the three problems, the total late work problem considered in this paper

has the most structure and therefore allows the most efficient curtailing

of the search in the dynamic programming state space.

Unfortunately, when job weights are introduced many of the useful

structural properties of the non-preemptive problem are destroyed. For

instante, in an optimal sequence, early and partially early jobs are no

longer guaranteed to appear in EDD order. Therefore, the non-preemptive

total weighted late work problem is harder to solve. The preemptive

version, however, can be solved in 0(n log n) time. This total weighted

late work problem is the subject of a follow-up paper.
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